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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
 

Hello members, 
I have several noteworthy events to talk to you about since the last newsletter. First is our Grand 
Variety Concert which was held on Sunday 28th October. It was a great afternoon! As well as the 
entertainment we had beautiful displays of arts and crafts from different members.  Thanks to 
Colin McLaren, Coordinator, and Marion Armitage, Director, for their contribution to making 
the show such a success.   
 

Members of the committee welcomed Shireen Morris, Labor Candidate for Deakin, to our offices on the 29th October. 
Shireen is an inspiring woman. She has worked as a constitutional lawyer assisting Indigenous Elders in the top end, 
before returning to her home town of Ringwood to run for office. 
 

The Maroondah Festival was held on Sunday 11th November and we greeted a number of people who expressed an 
interest in joining our organisation. 
 

On Tuesday 13th November we had our Volunteers’ Luncheon.  It was lovely to greet so many of our hard working 
vollies and be able to give something back to them.  
 

Early enrolment was from 19th to 21st November. Thanks to the excellent work and enormous effort of Trevor Bellinger 
and his team. A special thanks also to Marg Atherton, who maintains the data base with such thorough efficiency.   
 

Any volunteers for a Social Committee???  The U3A Committee would like to get a Social Committee up and 
running.  The Social Committee could really spice up the offerings to our members with events such as bus trips, 
celebratory luncheons (a Melbourne Cup lunch at the Dorset Gardens for example), events such as the Volunteers’ 
Luncheon….  You get the idea. The Social Committee would organise social events and catering and would have a 
budget.  So, if you’re good at organising and events management, have a flair for catering, or would just like to help out 
from time to time and be part of the group, send me an email, or leave me a message via the office and I’ll call you 
back. 

 

We received grant funding from the U3A Network to conduct a MEMBERS’ FEEDBACK 
SURVEY.  We want to hear from you about what we are doing well, what we could do 
better, and any benefits you gain from being a member of U3A Croydon. We will email a 
link to the survey for those with emails, and mail the survey and a reply paid envelope to 
those without emails.  We really want to hear your views, so please take the time to 
respond by 14th December.  It’s voluntary, it’s anonymous, and it’s quick and easy.  

Your feedback will help us plan for the needs of our members going forward. 
 

Finally, the last of our Guidelines, What is Discrimination? is included on page 7 of this newsletter. For more 
information see our Membership Agreement and our Code of Conduct policy. 
Kind regards,   Jenny Higgins 

A big thank you to all the office and enrolment week volunteers who 
have generously given up their time to help out this year.  
Another big thank you to all the Day Managers for your continued 
support in running the office, every week throughout the year.  
 
If you are planning to volunteer in the office next year please enrol 
online under : 
19AAVOL2 Volunteer for office. 
You will be contacted in January regarding 
Term 1’s roster. 
 
Wishing you all a merry and safe 
Christmas and a healthy and happy 2019. 
 
Sue Lakeland and Marg Atherton 
. 

100 hundred years from now it 
won’t matter what my bank 
account was, the sort of house I 
lived in, or the kind of car I 
drove. 
But the world 
may be different 
because I was 
important in the 
life of a child. 
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I can tell you, that as I write this, I am exhausted.  We 
have just had 5 members of my Danish family stay 
with us for a week and whilst we did a lot of 
kilometres seeing the beautiful sights around Victoria 
and we had loads of fun, I am now in recovery mode.  
Boy, those people can eat a lot of cheese!!!  5 loads 
of washing so far this morning in between newsletter 
compilation.  It’s really only when you have out of 
town visitors that you realise what a lovely place it is 
where we live and there is a sense of pride being 
able to show people around.  I can recommend the 
Moonlit Sanctuary in Pearcedale on the Mornington 
Peninsula, to get up close and personal to Australian 
animals. 
 
But now back to reality.  The enrolment days went 
very well and when you think of the number of 
members that are assisted in those few days, it is a 
testament to the excellent organisation and 
dedication of all the  committee and volunteers who 
helped make it all work so well.  Thank you to you all. 
 

I hope you got into the classes 
you want.  Keep an eye on the 
course list on the website 
because we are always adding 
new courses and activities.  
 
I’m in the process of setting up a 
Birdwatching and a Bird 
Photography class for next year 
with an award winning 
photographer. I am also looking 

at  adding another Tai Chi class. 
 
We have a dedicated band of Zumba enthusiasts 
who have been enjoying this fun exercise immensely 
but for some reason it is difficult to get the numbers 
we need to make it a viable class.  At this stage I 
think I will have to cancel Zumba for Term 1 and 
maybe look at trying again in Term 2 of 2019.  If there 
are any new members of U3A who would like to join a 
Zumba for seniors class, to help me boost the 
numbers, please give me a ring and I can tell you a 
bit more about it.  Cost would be $70 for the term. 
 
One of the new classes on offer for 2019 is  
Candlewicking.  This is a form of simple embroidery, 
easily learned and a relaxing pastime.  It’s only on in 
Term 1, so jump in if you are interested. 
 
We also have Puzzle Time 
on a Thursday morning, 
fortnightly.  Challenge your 
brain and enjoy the 
company of other puzzlers.  
You never know, it might 
start a fascination for a 
puzzle type that you 
haven’t tried before. 

For all those who enjoyed Greek Mythology this year, 
Peter is now going to add Egyptian Mythology to  
the course list.  “Learn of ancient Pharoahs, 
dynasties, passionate love affairs and scheming 
plots”.  Sounds like a fascinating ancient soapie!! 

 
Well-being and Flourishing is a new course brought 
to you by Pamela Aldridge.  We could all do with 
finding ways to improve our wellness and sometimes 
it’s about being helped to recognise what we need in 
our lives and how to find it.  “Did you know, 
individuals with a positive attitude towards old age 
are likely to live longer and in better health than those 
with a negative attitude”.  Let Pamela help you find 
your way to get the most out of life. 
 
A big thank you to Tutors who checked their 2019 
course entries after they were published on the web.  
We do our best to be accurate but it’s not easy and 
with your help I think we caught 
most of the glitches before 
enrolment days. 
 
As this is the last newsletter for 2018 
I want to wish you all a very merry 
Christmas and a safe and enjoyable 
holiday.  See you in 2019. 
 
Ingrid  0409 543 644 

From the Course Coordinator     
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Grand Variety Concert & Display/Sale of Artwork/Craftwork 
 
 
To celebrate Senior Citizens’ Week, our annual Grand Variety Concert 
and Display/Sale of Artwork and Craftwork was held at Melba College 
Community Theatre on Sunday 28

th
 October and proved to be another 

resounding success with an audience of 190 patrons in addition to 
almost 100 performers, exhibitors and volunteers in attendance. 
 
Ably compered by President Jenny Higgins, the concert opened with 

performances from the Guitar 
and Ukulele Group, followed by 
the Scottish Country Dancers, 
the Line Dancing Group, and the 
Ballroom Dancing Group, 
interspaced by “I Tre Cantanti” 
Italian Singers. After a short 
intermission, these groups continued to delight the audience with top class 
performances. A surprise of the afternoon was the appearance of our guest 
Masters 1 Champion Ballroom Dancers, Matthew Wandmaker and his beautiful 
partner Natalie Robson, who amazed the audience with their superb presentation 
of the Tango, danced to the accompaniment of the Guitar and Ukulele Group. 
Another surprise was the appearance of an appropriately attired member dancing 
to the strains of “Jamaica Farewell”. Unfortunately, due to a sudden illness of their 

pianist, the Croydon U3A Singers were unable to perform 
on this occasion. 
 
In the gymnasium adjacent 
to the theatre, the audience 
had the opportunity to view 
the magnificent display of 
artwork and craftwork 
presented by the Beading 
Group, the Card Making 

Group, the Creative Cards Group, the Creative Craft Group, the Furniture Restoration 
Group, the Lead Lighting Group, the Music Appreciation Group, the Sketch and Paint 
Group, and the two Watercolour Groups (Untutored and Advanced), and all were suitably 
impressed with the high standard of works on display. 

 
Needless to say, the organisation of an event such as this requires 
the input and involvement of many people and we take this 
opportunity to extend our sincere thanks and appreciation to Mrs 
Pam Peters, Venue Co-ordinator, Melba College for making the 
beautiful venue available; to Mr Peter Heath, our Sound and Lighting Technician, for his expertise; 
to Mr Rick Robison, Radio Eastern FM 98.1 for publicising this event; to Ms Jenny Higgins for 
officiating; to our Organising Committee, Ms Marion Armitage (Director) and Mr Colin McLaren (Co-
ordinator); to our Stage Manager, Ms Lesley Jenkin, to our Curtain Manager and “Roadie 
Extraordinary”, Mr Allan Hawkins; to our guest Masters 1 Champion Ballroom Dancers, Matthew 
Wandmaker and Natalie Robson, to all the Tutors and their Group members for their superb stage 
performances and beautiful displays of artworks and craftworks; and to all our volunteers and the 
U3A office staff for their valued assistance. Without the support of the aforementioned, this Concert 

and Display would not have been possible. 
 
Apart from providing the opportunity for members to showcase their talents and skills to the general public and thus 
creating further interest in the many wonderful programmes that U3A has to offer, the event also generated some 
additional revenue which will be directed towards future U3A projects.  
Photos and videos of this event can be viewed on the U3A website. 
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In perfect weather conditions, 24 
enthusiastic members of our 
Guitar and Ukulele Group 
assembled on the “Sounds of 
Maroondah” stage at Maroondah 
Festival on Sunday 11th November 
to take a captive audience on a trip 
down memory lane with a 
selection of “hit” songs of the 50’s 
and 60’s. Commencing their 
programme with Pete Seeger’s 
“This Land Is Your Land”, the 

Group then followed with Olivia Newton-John’s 
“Banks Of The Ohio”, Johnny Cash’s “Will The 
Circle Be Unbroken”, 
Harry Belafonte’s “Jamaica 
Farewell”, Marty Robbins’ 
“A White Sport Coat”, 
John Denver’s “Some Days 
Are Diamonds”, Nat King 
Cole’s “Ramblin’ Rose”, 
Elvis Presley’s “Can’t Help 
Falling In Love” and 
concluded their 
performance with The 
Crystals’ “Da Doo Ron 
Ron”.  
 
“ENCORE” 

Unfortunately, due to time 
constraints, the group were 
unable to respond to the encore 
received from their enthusiastic 
audience. All in all, a perfect 
and much appreciated 
performance by all concerned – 
and a great way to promote 
U3A to the local community. 
Photos and a video of this event 
can be viewed on the U3A 
website. 

MAROONDAH FESTIVAL 2018 ASTRONOMY 
 
There are 2 main types of eclipse: 
The first is an eclipse of the sun.  
This can be total or partial.  The 
last total eclipse of the sun 
occurred in the USA on August 21, 
2017.  The eclipse travelled from 
Oregon across America’s mid west 
to South Carolina on the east coast.  
The moon disc, almost completely 
covered the sun disc.  I find this 
amazing that the disc of the moon 
situated at about 400,000 km from 
the earth can cover the disc of the 
sun which is 150,000 million km 
away from earth.  So, although the mid west USA saw a 
total eclipse, we in Australia on the other side of the 
earth saw nothing.  To achieve a total sun eclipse in this 
instance, the moon comes between the earth and the 
sun. 
 
The other type of total eclipse is of the moon.  In this 
case the earth comes between the sun and the moon and 
an eclipse occurs.  The moon turns a lovely shade of 
orange to dark orange because the rays of the sun 
penetrate our atmosphere and fall upon the moon. 
 
At 5.30am on 28 July, 2018 (so you missed it didn’t 
you), there was a total eclipse of the moon which could 
be seen in Melbourne.  To the left of the moon was a 
bright reddish object which was the planet Mars. 
 
The reason the moon turns a rusty red is because the 
sun’s rays are not completely blocked by the earth, so 
some light falls on the face of the moon.   
 
Of additional interest is that on Friday 15 September, 
2017, NASA’s space craft Cassini Huygens which was 
orbiting Saturn was plunged into Saturn and destroyed.  
The object of this exercise was to prevent 
contamination of the planet or its moons. 
 
So would you like to know more about this wonderful 
universe we live in?  Would you like to be able to 
astound your grandchildren by naming some of the 
stars and planets? Would you like to learn more about 
our solar system and its magic planets and their moons? 
 
Then come along to my Astronomy classes, Tuesdays 
at Kent Avenue Scout Hall, 2.00 till 3.15.     
You can enrol online or come into the office. 
 

If you want more information 
please ring me on 9725 4450. 
 
I look forward to seeing you 
in 2019.     
       
 

Bruce Dodd 

CHRISTMAS BREAKFAST 
Would you like to come to our Christmas Morning 
Picnic Breakfast at 9.00am outside the U3A office? 
There's no need to stay long, just come along to 
socialise, bring a light meal, a chair if possible, a 
musical instrument and / or a 
well behaved dog if you like! 
 
Ring Philippa on 5961 5812 
 
(Not an official U3A event) 
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 President Jenny Higgins jhiggins1@live.com.au 0400 884 688 

Vice President Shane Watson shanew@eftel.net.au 0403 361 155 

Treasurer  Sue Martin geordm@optusnet.com.au 0411 380 688 

Course Coordinator Ingrid Tiltman send2ingrid@outlook.com 0409 543 644 

Course Administrator  Marg Atherton atherton@alphalink.com.au 9729 6457 

Secretary Chris Hawkins chawk@bigpond.net.au 0407 301 133 

Systems  Administrator Trevor Bellinger trevorbellinger@yahoo.com.au 9729  9308 

Office Manager Helen Amos helena3136@gmail.com 0413 485 474 

U3A CROYDON COMMITTEE 2018/2019 

2018 / 2019     

Wednesday 5th December 12.00 - 3.00 Tutors’ Luncheon, at Dorset Gardens Hotel 

Friday 7th December 10.00 - 12.30 Last day U3A office open in 2018 

Friday 14th December  Last day to respond to the MEMBERS’ FEEDBACK SURVEY 

Monday 21st January 10.00 - 12.30 Late enrolments / adjustments at the office 

Tuesday 22nd January 10.00 - 12.30 Late enrolments / adjustments at the office 

Wednesday 23rd January 10.00 - 12.30 Late enrolments / adjustments at the office 

Tuesday 29th January 10.00 - 12.30 U3A office re opens 

Friday 22nd February 12.30 - 1.30 Leave your electrical equipment at U3A office for tagging 

Saturday 23 February 8.00 - 11.00 TESTING AND TAGGING 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 

 
 
 
Another happy and interesting year is ending and Speechcraft members and friends are meeting at Sofia’s 
Restaurant for a pre-Christmas lunch on Tuesday 11 December at 12.00 midday. 
Do join us - ring Philippa on 5961 5812 
 

Joe and Maria Bast, who are busy and much loved members of our Friday group are continuing their good 
work for people affected by leprosy in India.  They have set up a “Bring and Buy” table before the class, and 
have made $1850 profit for their cause in two years. 
 

Three of our members turned 80 this year 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our favourite proverb for the year, paraphrased from the Bible is: 
“It is better to eat bread on the roof than to have a fine meal indoors with an angry wife” 
Our best acronym came from Beryl Knight and was based on NIGHTGOWNS -  “Notoriety is Gaining Honour 
Through Growing Onions With No Scent” 
Our very own expert on Cockney rhyming slang provided some of the following: 

TOM Jewellery (Tomfoolery) FRANKS Sandals (Frank Randles) 

BAG OF FRUIT Suit  TROUBLE & STRIFE Wife  

OXFORD Dollar (Oxford Scholar) PORKIES Lies (Porkie pies) 

SPEECHCRAFT—TUESDAY AND FRIDAY CLASSES 

Norbert Finke Maria Bast Judith Lambden
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HOW DO YOU LIKE TO THINK ABOUT THINGS? 
 
In the final  U3A Philosophy class of 2018, the students 
were asked to revisit what they thought Philosophy was all 
about in their reflections about the course. Some said they 
enjoyed being given the chance to think about what they 
had not really thought about before, others celebrated 
being able to express their views about important ideas and 
be listened to. What might be called emotional responses 
to our class studies were everywhere in the various 
responses. But what about reason? What about rational 
responses to important questions? What about how logic 
might impact on how we think? What, if anything, makes 
Philosophy a discrete way of looking at things? 
 
Our 2019 study (Philosophy: Think with head or heart) 
looks at how people use different ways of thinking to make 
decisions about big questions in their lives. What we have 
experienced about ‘thinking’ as a result of Trump in the 
U.S., Brexit decisions in the UK and the proliferation of 
views in our own communities suggest to us a lot about the 
world we and our children live in.  
Importantly, Philosophy, its writers and thinkers can tell us 
a great deal about what might be influencing this world in 
which you, and those about whom you care, are living. 
 
Come along and “do philosophy” with us in this 
dialogically organised class.  Perhaps you’ll find out more 
about where, how and to what extent, head, heart or a more 
nuanced approach has influenced philosophers in the past 
and those of us who live in the present. 
 
Paul Martin (Tutor) Wednesdays fortnightly , 11.45-1.15 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

ELECTRICAL TESTING AND TAGGING FOR 2019 

Like all organisations, the U3A is obliged to have all the electrical equipment it uses both at its venues and 

offices as well as in its classes tested and tagged by a professional electrician or licensed company.  Our 

obligations are in line with WorkSafe Victoria guidelines. 
 

On Saturday February 23rd starting at 8.a.m: 
 

All electrical equipment used by the office, used by the U3A at our various teaching locations AND 

IMPORTANTLY USED BY MEMBERS WHO BRING THEIR APPLIANCES REGULARLY TO CLASS will be tested and 

tagged. 
 

We therefore ask all tutors and members to make their electrical devices available at the U3A office on this 

day at this time.  Testing will take approximately 2-3 hours.  All testing will be done at the U3A office.  There will 

be no cost to members and appliances will be available for return to members by 11 a.m. on the Saturday. 
 

Members can leave their electrical equipment at the U3A office on the Friday before (February 22nd) 

between the hours of 12.30 – 1.30 p.m.  Each item will be labelled with the member’s name and phone 

number. 
 

A reminder email will be sent to all tutors before the testing day asking them to work 

with their class to ascertain their tagging requirements. 

Please contact either Sue Martin on geordm@optusnet.com.au phone no. 9777 0020 

or Allan Hawkins on allhwk@yahoo.com.au phone no. 9727 5104 for further assistance. 
 

For the safety of all members, any electrical equipment that has not been inspected 

and tagged on Saturday 23rd February may NOT be used during a U3A class.  Please 

note that a 2018 tag will need to be replaced with a 2019 tag and the item 

reinspected.  There are a few exceptions to this rule but these apply to permanent 

electrical fixtures.  Your support in this process is needed and appreciated! 

READERS AND VIEWERS  
 
Literature, especially biographies and memoirs, can 
often tell us powerful things about its subjects, its writer’s 
and director’s view of these subjects and, of course, 
about ourselves. 
 
The U3A’s 2019 Reading Literature unit will focus, 
although not exclusively, on Literary Biography. The 
course will invite students to: 
 take part in a close reading of a contemporary novel; 
 develop an understanding of key individuals’ lives 

arising out of a comparative study of literary film 
biographies; 

 enjoy selections of both dramatic and poetic works. 
 
The unit will focus on various approaches to reading a 
text; ideas, concerns and interests embedded in literary 
texts and exploring connections between different film 
and other texts. 
 If you enjoy reading and haven’t thought about how: 
1. literature can get you to think about certain views and 

values; 
2. a book, a performance, a film or a digital text can 

each be enjoyably read as literature and; 
3. what you are reading can be influenced/affected by 

the “lens” through which you 
read your text, 

…. this unit could really engage 
your interest. 
 
Paul Martin (Tutor)  
Fridays, fortnightly, 1.00—2.30  
Athletics club room 

mailto:geordm@optusnet.com.au
mailto:allhwk@yahoo.com.au
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TAP ‘N GO COMES TO U3A CROYDON 
 

The U3A Office recently installed a credit card reader for your convenience.   
The new system will help us in the following way:- 
 

 Process credit card payments for VISA and Mastercard (no American Express) 
 The new facility will process cards – Tap ‘n Go, micro-chip, magnetic side swipe.   

You can choose your preferred option.  This same process applies in most retail 
outlets. 

Please note, there is no cash out facility 
At present, the U3A is not accepting credit payments over the phone.   
This facility is only available if you come to the office. 

Credit card payments are still available online through PayPal.  You can also pay with cash or cheque. 
 
Sue Martin, Treasurer 



“The only degree you need is a degree of enthusiasm” 

 
Start Term 1 Newsletter  is due to be posted 29th January 2019 but will be on 
the website prior to that date.  Contributions due Sat 19th January  2019. 
 
We especially welcome photos and contributions from tutors and members 
about your involvement with U3A.  These may be left at the office and labelled 
“Newsletter” before the above dates or emailed to the Newsletter Editor:   
Ingrid Tiltman at:  send2ingrid@outlook.com  OR 
u3acroydon@u3acroydon.org.au. 
 
Can also be posted to U3A Croydon Inc.,  
PO Box  816, Croydon 3136.   

If you hear of any member who 

is not well or has suffered a loss, 

please contact our Welfare 

Officer Trish on 

9736 4510 or 

email the 

office.  

 

To tutors, co-tutors, and all volunteers, sincerest thanks to you all for 

the hard work you have put in during 2018. 

 

The committee of U3A Croydon would like  

to wish all members a very Merry Christmas  

and all the best for 2019. We hope you have  

an enjoyable Christmas holiday break  

with family and friends.  

Please drive safely if you are out and about this holiday season. 

Photos from the Maroondah Festival  
and the U3A Concert 


